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LOST IN FINDINGS
A Critique of the Interim Report of the Bipartisan Commission

on Entitlements and Tax Reform

By Max B. Sawicky

In its interim report released August 8, 1994, the Bipartisan Commission on Entitlement and Tax
Reform (also known as the Kerrey Commission) concluded that the only way to increase economic
growth is to cut federal entitlement benefits. The commission will not unveil the specific policy recom-
mendations for achieving this goal until December 2, after the congressional elections. Unfortunately,
the commission report distorts the nation’s economic problems and fails to point the way toward viable

remedies.
In casting a vote to approve the report, a liberal member of the commission-Robert Greenstein,

head of the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities-cautioned that he was endorsing what the findings
literally said, not how they might be interpreted. As an example of the latter, he cited an article in the
Wall Street Journal attributing to the commission the view that entitlement spending was “evil,” an
opinion that Greenstein and other Democrats on the commission are at pains to disavow. Unfortunately,
the impact of the report will depend heavily on how it is interpreted, not merely on what it actually says.

In any case, what it says is seriously deficient.
The avowed foundation for the commission’s work-“to help secure for America’s children a

standard of living that is better than that which we enjoy today”-does not make for much clarity at the
outset. Certain entitlements are key sources of income for children in poor families today. Can spending
reductions in such programs improve the standard of living of these children? Perhaps entitlement
reform is supposed to reduce the future tax burden of today’s children, or maybe it should alleviate the
personal burden on children called upon to support their aged parents 30 years hence. What about im-
proving the employment prospects of today’s children by expanding public investment?



An overbroad premise like “enhancing our children’s future” can lead to diverse and inconsistent
policy responses. A serious weakness of the commission’s work is that it has produced a “report” with

no body. No actual research has been conducted. It consists entirely of conclusions, described as “find-

ings,” dramatized by charts. These findings are discussed in the sections that follow. (The issues in this
paper are treated at greater length in the Economic Policy Institute report, Up From Deficit Reduction.)

FINDING #l. “To ensure that today’s debt and spending commitments do not unfairly burden
America’s children, the government must act now . . . to resolve the long-term
imbalance between the government’s entitlement promises and the funds it will
have available to pay for them.”

Growth in public debt, in and of itself, does not burden America’s children nor is the alleviation of
any possible burden “ensured” by eliminating the so-called imbalance between entitlement promises and
available funds.

Debt grows more burdensome in two respects. One is that required interest payments could grow
more rapidly than the government’s ability to pay. In other words, interest obligations could increase
relative to the size of the economy and its tax base. The other is really the same problem from a different
angle: the process of accumulating debt-running budget deficits-could impede capital formation and

productivity growth.
Interest payments themselves are not a burden on the nation, since more than 80% of interest

outlays will be paid to Americans. (The foreign ownership share of public debt has actually declined
since 1980.) Any such costs should be weighed against the economy’s ability to generate tax revenue,
which is simply the sum total of individuals’ ability to pay taxes. This brings us to the more fundamental
issue-the effect of deficits on capital formation and economic growth.

Deficits are not necessarily bad for growth. They can actually enhance the nation’s economic
prospects by financing public investment, funding incentives for private investment, and alleviating
recession-period unemployment, all of which benefit future generations. The viability of such policies
does not hinge on entitlement reform. A new bridge, an investment tax credit, or an anti-recession jobs
program is no less valuable if the Medicare Trust Fund is insolvent, nor is it more harmful in fiscal terms
if the deficit is somewhat higher rather than lower. Conversely, a reduction in entitlement spending and
deficits does not make more likely, much less ensure, a higher rate of economic growth.

The commission’s first finding implies that the main purpose of entitlement reform should be to
eliminate “imbalances.” To the contrary, each entitlement program has an underlying public purpose,
whether it is providing retirement benefits, access to health care, or some minimum standard of living.
The responsibility of policy makers is to evaluate the worthiness of program objectives and the efficiency
with which such objectives are pursued. In its deliberations and from its handful of expert witnesses, the
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commission has yet to offer any words about the specific condition or problems of a single entitlement

program, with the exception of some very limited discussion on the Old-Age and Survivors Insurance

program.

The commission has focused entirely on total spending levels and trends in programs. From the

standpoint of actual reform, however, the presently anticipated levels of spending or of so-called avail-
able funds are completely irrelevant. In fact, in the case of programs other than Social Security and
Medicare, there are no earmarked funds-merely general revenue. Policy makers must ensure that the
funding that good programs require becomes available, not that the scale of a program or its benefit

levels match arbitrary revenue projections.

FINDING #2. “To ensure the level of private investment necessary for long-term economic

growth and prosperity, national savings must be raised substantially.”

Higher national saving cannot “ensure” greater private investment, growth, or prosperity. The
relevant factor for economic growth and the well-being of the nation’s children is capital formation-

privately financed plant and equipment and publicly financed infrastructure and education. Capital
markets are global now; income saved by American families or business firms finances investment

throughout the world, and foreigners finance investment in America. The priority in U.S. public policy
should be investment in America. Whether such investment is financed by national saving or from
abroad is a secondary matter.

The commission hopes that lower budget deficits will mean less U.S. saving used by government,
thus allowing for an increase in U.S. private investment. Furthermore, the reduction in the government’s

demand for credit is supposed to reduce interest rates, and reduced interest rates are supposed to stimu-
late private investment. There are episodes in economic history that support the theory and others that do

not. Economists of diverse political persuasions agree that there is little empirical evidence justifying
confidence in the ability of deficit reduction to raise fixed domestic business investment.

The shallowness of the “saving pool” dogma can be seen by considering the following data from

rhe National Income and Product Accounts:

Deficit Reduction, Saving, and Investment, 1990-93
(in Billions, Current Dollars)

Year Deficit Reduction Saving Investment

1990 41 -19 19
1991 40 11 -31
1992 -73 -16 10
1993 50 62 58
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The numbers in the table show changes over the previous calendar year. (A negative number under
deficit reduction means that the deficit increased that year.) Saving is net national saving as defined in
the commission report. Investment refers to fixed business investment; residential investment and inven-
tory accumulation are excluded because they do not contribute to economic growth.

A lot of people talk as if a dollar more in the second column (a dollar less in deficits) puts a dollar
more into the saving and investment columns. If this were so-if saving was a “pool’‘-then $50 billion
of deficit reduction in 1993 should have increased saving by $50 billion. Somehow the water level rose
even more, by $62 billion. At the same time, only $58 of the new $62 billion was used for investment.

On the whole, the numbers for 1993 indeed bear out the hope that deficit reduction augments
capital formation, but consider the other years. In 1990 the deficit increased by $41 billion, but saving
fell by only $19 billion and investment rose by $19 billion. In 1992 as well, deficits rose, and saving fell,
and investment increased anyway. How could this have happened if saving is a pool? Clearly there is
some extra plumbing to take into account.

In some years, deficit reduction and saving move in opposite directions (1991 in this table), deficit
reduction and investment move in opposite directions (1990 and 1992),  or saving and investment move

in opposite directions (1990, 199 1, and 1992).
We are not trying to argue that saving, investment, and deficits are unrelated, nor that lower deficits

cannot possibly increase saving, investment, and economic growth. But it should be obvious that these
relationships are not nearly as cut-and-dried as the commission and many others seem to think, and,
consequently, that cuts in entitlement benefits will not necessarily yield the desired results.

It should also be noted that even if investment and productivity growth improve, there is no guaran-
tee that such bounty will be enjoyed by families in all income brackets. Workers who raise their produc-
tivity are routinely denied wage increases, and national income growth often fails to trickle into the
pockets of the vast majority of working Americans. In the 198Os, for instance, labor productivity rose by
an average of 1% annually, while the labor compensation of the median male worker, adjusted for

inflation, declined.

FINDING #3. “To ensure that funds are available for essential and appropriate government
programs, the nation cannot continue to allow entitlements to consume a rap-
idly increasing share of the federal budget.”

There are more resources for both entitlements and other programs if the budget grows in size, as it
always has, so an increase in the share for entitlements does not necessarily mean less for everything
else-only a lesser share. Given the size of the total budget, there is obviously some rate of increase for

entitlements that would force the remainder of the budget to shrink according to any yardstick one cared
to adopt. What the commissioners really mean is that, in a period of increasing entitlement spending, we
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ought not to pay for “essential and appropriate government programs” by raising additional revenues or

letting deficits increase.

Nowhere does the commission advance the proposition that the economy cannot tolerate more

taxes, although most of the commissioners have been at pains to make clear their opposition to tax

increases. As many have pointed out, the disincentives that many predicted would result from Clinton’s
tax increase have been a nonevent as far as the current recovery is concerned, an outcome that should
thoroughly debunk the taxaphobic proposition.

The share of entitlements in the federal budget is several layers removed from the core of the issue,
which is that there are certain large entitlement programs whose costs are increasing more rapidly than
anticipated federal revenues. It happens that there are only two programs that cause deficits to begin to

increase at the end of this decade: Medicare and Medicaid. Social Security presents a lingering problem:
it is expected to run into some noteworthy but manageable difficulties in about 25 years.

It is hard to be impressed by the commission’s avowed concern for unspecified but “essential and

appropriate government programs.” The Congress passed a budget last year that mandates real reduc-
tions in federal discretionary spending over five years, and it nearly approved a balanced budget amend-
ment to the Constitution. The latter would wreak havoc on all federal programs, whether “appropriate”

or not.
If the commission wants to send a convincing signal about preserving discretionary programs,

which are the source of federal public investment, it could say that additional resources gained from

entitlement saving and tax increases should be devoted to public investment and job creation. Then it
would demonstrate that it is moved by more than an ideological bias against all public spending.

FINDING #4. “To be effective, any attempt to control long-term entitlement growth must take
into account the projected increases in health care costs.”

This finding falls short of being useful in two fundamental respects.

As noted above, the long-term problem with entitlement spending, in the sense of adding to future
deficit levels. is due entirely to the projected growth in three programs-Medicaid, Medicare, and Social
Security. At present, the health care programs are responsible for the bulk of the problem, while the
anticipated difficulties in Social Security will pose manageable challenges in about 25 years. If it were
not for these three programs, the nation would be “growing out of the deficit,” and the ratio of federal
debt to GDP would decline for the foreseeable future. This means that the other entitlement programs

aren’t broke, and fixing them can’t fix the deficit.

The second basic shortcoming of this finding is that health care spending cannot be limited by
shallow fiscal commandments, whether in the form of caps, freezes, or deficit targets. It is necessary to
change the specific rules of a program to change spending, which means stipulating the changes in
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benefits or payments that specific persons will endure. Fear of political consequences drives politicians
to make aggressive calls for fiscal discipline that insulate them from the individuals who will experience
decreases in benefits or increases in payments.

Placing caps on total program spending should be distinguished from relevant proposals for con-
trolling spending by specific providers within the health care arena, sometimes described as “global
budgeting.” In this case, there is a valid purpose to placing general limits on resources without micro-
managing the health care sector through price and quantity controls on specific services or procedures.
Designing this system is the real work of entitlement reform in the health care arena. Merely stipulating
program spending limits is inadequate.

It might be argued that, in order to make possible a decrease in, say, Medicare spending, politicians
should be afforded precisely this avenue of escape. The implication is that there is some kind of political
free lunch to be had-entitlement cuts without political pain. But suppose the Kerrey Commission, Con-
gress, and the president agree to cap Medicare spending in FY 1996. By so doing, they would not have
accomplished anything, since their agreement would beg the question of how to implement the cut. There
would need to be a second agreement, long after the Kerrey Commission had retired from the field.

The pressing political question is why the second agreement would be made more likely by virtue
of the first. For elected officials, the summary statement of the desired level of total program spending is
easy, compared to what comes next. Deciding how to reduce either the benefits of Medicare enrollees or
the incomes of those reimbursed for the services which Medicare buys (physicians, hospitals, etc.) would
still lie ahead. Why would this be any easier or more likely by virtue of the commission’s pronounce-
ments?

Suppose, against all odds, that there is a second agreement on exactly how to cap Medicare spend-

ing at the stipulated level. It would not surprise anyone if, in January 1995, the Congressional Budget
Office announced that FY 1996 Medicare spending would exceed the cap that was set into law. If the
program were not to run out of money in mid-year, the Congress would again have to decide how to
restructure benefits and revenues.

Any Medicare reform made under such circumstances would inevitably be unfair because it would
be visited upon the public at short notice. It would probably be badly designed and inefficiently imple-
mented, since it would be done in haste. At every stage of the process that follows the Commission’s
recommendations, the political pain would be anything but negligible. In fact, it would be likely to cut
short the process altogether. As with the successive vintages of Gramm-Rudman, when the Congress
finds it overly difficult to meet its own fiscal goal, it moves the goal posts. We would end up with neither
deficit reduction nor reform, although we would see a further diminution in the reputation of the Con-
gress and the public sector in general.

By contrast, in 1983, a similar commission was impaneled to address imminent problems in the
financing of Social Security. This effort focused on problems in one program and made recommenda-
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tions that solved them, given the economic projections then in hand. The political system proved itself

capable of fixing a complex, popular, and very expensive program. As discussed further below, the
Kerrey Commission has not prepared itself to make a similar contribution.

FINDING #5. “To be effective, any attempt to control long-term entitlement growth must also

take into account fundamental demographic changes.. . . Even if the extraordinary
increases in health care costs were eliminated after 1999 (so that costs for each per-
son of a given age grew no faster than the economy), federal outlays for Medicare
and Medicaid would still double as a percentage of the economy by 2030.. . . ”

The same objections raised to the previous finding apply to this hollow imperative on taking
account of the aging population. As before, the gap between fiscal imperatives and structural reform is
not reckoned with, much less bridged.

For many entitlements, aging of the general population has no impact on spending growth. In the
case of federal retirement, for instance, program requirements are projected to ebb in comparison to

expected revenues. For programs providing benefits to children, aging implies less spending, not more. It
is not entitlements in general that are a problem because of aging, it is Medicare, Medicaid (which
serves the indigent elderly, among others), and Social Security.

There are more problems with this finding. The statement about the ratio of workers to retirees is
incomplete. It is true that the ratio decreases, but the commissioners neglect a point that was made in
testimony before them: the ratio of workers to nonworkers does not fall by nearly as much as the ratio of
workers to elderly (because the increase in the number of elderly is partially offset by a decrease in the

number of those younger than 18). The ratio of workers to persons younger than working age is also part
of the burden of support that society places, in one way or another, on the working population.

The most striking assertion of fact is the iast part of the finding. The commission implies that the

aging of the population causes federal Medicaid and Medicare spending to double as a share of GDP by
2030, over and above the effects of extraordinary growth in “health care costs.” The implication is that

effective health care reform would not prevent the growth of deficits after the turn of the century, so
other entitlement programs should be fair game for benefit cuts. This argument relies on a gross over-
statement of the role of aging in spending growth, and it therefore belittles the importance of cost con-

tainment in Medicare and Medicaid.
The implication of the finding is that “ordinary” growth in federal health care costs (Medicaid and

Medicare), when combined with demographic trends, is still excessive. Such logic hinges on how the
commission defines “ordinary” growth. Spending is a matter of prices and quantities: the prices of

services covered by Medicare and Medicaid, and the number of such services obtained by beneficiaries.
One goal of health care reform is to restrain prices to the general inflation rate and, for most of the
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proposals before Congress, reduce the rate of growth of services obtained per beneficiary. In this light,
the commission’s “ordinary” growth falls short of the aims of reform. It thus becomes a self-fulfilling

exercise to criticize reform as inadequate.

More specifically, the commission assumes that costs per enrollee increase at the same rate as GDP
per worker, but this measure implies that costs would outpace the general rate of inflation by about 54%
over the next 35 years. (By 2030 the Consumer Price Index is projected to be about 4.1 times its present
level, while GDP per worker is projected to grow by a factor of 6.3.)

If we wanted to know the extent of projected spending increases due solely to aging, given a
successful reform of health care, a logical assumption would be that spending per enrollee grows at the

same rate as general inflation, not 50% in excess of it. Based on the general inflation rate, the correct
projection of spending relative to GDP is about two-thirds of the commission number, so Medicare and
Medicaid spending as a share of GDP would increase 33%, not 100%.

The commission staff’s model is more complex than this quick calculation, but, if its aim is to
isolate the pure effect of aging on growth in Medicaid and Medicare spending, it is less well conceived.

Even if the commission is correct about demographics, it would not contradict the overriding point:
however one apportions costs, it remains that Medicare and Medicaid are the primary sources of future

growth in deficits. It is foolish to neglect the core of the long-term deficit problem on the pretext that it
does not solve 100% of the problem.

Progress in health care reform should contribute significantly to deficit reduction. One chart that
is conspicuous by its absence in the commission report could have shown projected deficits if the
health care reform that the commission calls inadequate was in fact brought about. Until health care cost
containment is seriously tackled, it will be difficult to gauge what additional measures will be required.

FINDING #6. “To respond to the Medicare trustees’call to action and ensure Medicare’s long-
term viability, Medicare spending and revenues available for the program must
be brought into long-term balance. . . . The trust fund is projected to run out of

money by 2001.”

FINDING ##‘7. “To respond to the Social Security trustees’ call to action and ensure the long
term viability of Social Security, Social Security spending and revenues available
for the program must be brought into long-term balance. Any savings that result
should be used to restore the long-term soundness of the Social Security Trust
Fund. . . . Social Security is an important source of support for many of the
nation’s citizens. Today, the poverty rate for senior households is about 13 %, but
without Social Security, it could increase to as much as 50 %. . . . The trust fund is
projected to run out of money in 2029. . . .”
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Even when Medicare’s trust fund balance, surplus, and cash flow were all positive, it would not

have been accurate to describe Medicare as “viable” when the design of the program and the condition

of health care in the economy fostered growth in outlays that was unsustainable over the long term.

Conversely, it should be obvious that terminating Medicare and Medicaid would not serve the nation
either.

The commission’s rhetorical excess could give rise to misimpressions of another sort. The trust
funds for Social Security and Medicare will run deficits when their expenditures exceed their income,

but it is literally impossible for them to “run out of money.” There will be shortfalls, but there will also
be money in the form of dedicated tax revenues to finance much of the funds’ future outlays. Having a
cash flow that nets out in the negative or running a trust fund deficit are not the same as “running out of

money,” as is clear to anyone who follows the federal budget.
The remaining problem with the last finding is the evident lack of appreciation for the purpose of

Social Security. The system is praised because it reduces poverty among the elderly, but the reduction of
poverty is a welcome by-product of the program, not its fundamental purpose.

At bottom Social Security is an insurance program, or, put another way, a social contract. The basic
terms of this arrangement are that workers pay taxes on their wages, and in return the federal government
provides pension and disability benefits to these workers and their dependents. Benefits paid have an

explicit relationship to contributions, albeit an elliptical one. Social Security is not a gift. To suggest
otherwise implies that the federal government is giving beneficiaries something that was not theirs to

begin with.
It is neither claimed nor denied here that Social Security is some kind of political, social, or human

“right.” A more pertinent consideration is that Social Security benefits represent the bulk of most work-

ers’ retirement nest egg, so the moral force attaching to this sort of property ought to be commensurate
with a wealthy person’s legal rights to his or her financial portfolio.

It is true that Social Security’s benefit formula favors those with lower lifetime earnings relative to
those with histories of higher earnings, and in this respect it reduces economic inequality. At the same
time. insofar as longevity is associated with higher earnings, the system may be biased against the less

well-off because they do not live as long and receive fewer years of benefits. Social Security’s redistribu-
tive effects are complex and these brief remarks are not meant to tell the story, even in condensed form.

The point is that the basic object of the program is not to make unrequited transfers, whether to alleviate

poverty or otherwise.
Although the appropriate relationship between contributions and benefits in a social insurance

program is subject to debate, an elementary principle that distinguishes insurance from welfare is the
precept that a worker who has paid more into the system should receive more in benefits, irrespective of
his or her income. After all, there is no “means test” when a retired person makes a withdrawal from a

savings account or receives a stock dividend check in the mail. This perspective does not preclude
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counting Social Security benefits as taxable income and taxing at higher rates the total income of those
with greater ability to pay.

The political and economic circumstances that have given rise to this commission have blown a

cloud over the Social Security system. The failure of the commission report to distinguish Social Secu-
rity from welfare creates a malign policy implication that needs to be guarded against. If Social
Security’s only object were to keep the elderly out of poverty, then we do not need it: the Supplemental
Security Income (SSI) program already provides welfare benefits to the indigent elderly. Reassigning
Social Security beneficiaries to SSI would reduce public spending by an enormous amount.

No one would expect any commission member to advocate such a policy, but the narrowness of this
finding points toward actions that could begin to undermine the Social Security system in the long run.

The more realistic danger lies in proposals being pushed by commission member Peter Peterson
and others to subject Social Security benefits to a so-called “affluence test.” It is worth noting that those
purporting to advance the cause of fairness in entitlement benefits show little interest in measures that
would serve such concerns more effectively: increasing the progressivity of the payroll tax and/or the
personal income tax.

THOSE HAIR-RAISING PREDICTIONS

“If something can’t happen, it probably won’t.”
- Herbert Stein

The multitude of scary “factoids” in the Kerrey Commission’s report should not be allowed to pass
without comment. Almost without exception, they are based on either insupportable guesswork or spe-
cious reasoning. Even if accurate, they would distract from greater considerations. First we address their
factual basis. This exercise is more difficult than it should be because the staff of the commission, a
public body supported by tax dollars, refuses to let the public inspect its data and calculations. Such a

posture points up the suspicious and propagandistic nature of the staff’s work.
The data in question are basically projections of federal spending and revenues, national popula-

tion, and gross domestic product. The GDP and population figures are the so-called “intermediate”
projections of the trustees of Social Security. In some respects, such as in their best-case projections of
population and labor-force growth, the trustees are more pessimistic than are the government agencies
responsible for such data.

The trustees publish GDP estimates from the present to 2070. Estimates through 2004 are similar to

those made by the Congressional Budget Office; it makes economic predictions based on forecasting
techniques for the next two years, then projects the remaining eight years based on extrapolations from
trends in labor-force growth and other items. About its predictions and projections, which go out no
further than 10 years, the CBO cautions:
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“[Elnormous  uncertainty surrounds such long-range extrapolations. The economy’s
performance is a big question mark . . . . The economy is bound to deviate from
these assumptions in ways that cannot be anticipated. And other major uncertainties
abound, most notably about the continued spiraling of health care spending and
about other open-ended commitments, such as those for deposit insurance.”

We are being regaled by the commission with predictions of economic variables 35 years hence, if
not later. Imagine what might have been predicted about the state of the economy today by the wisest
men and women available to President Dwight D. Eisenhower. If “enormous” uncertainty underlies CBO

projections of events in 2004, what are we to make of forecasts by the modestly endowed commission
for the year 2030?

Putting the issue of clairvoyance aside, we turn now to the actual economic forecast employed. The

Social Security trustees publish GDP numbers for the years 2010, 2020, etc., so it might appear that
there is some economic analysis on which the trend after 2004 is based. In fact, the projected trend in

GDP real growth from 2004 to 2070 is based on a single, long-run estimate of 1.2% per year. The inter-
vening years’ “projections” are based entirely on a purely mathematical procedure to “connect the dots”
between 2003 and 2070. This trend supplies the denominator for all of the commission’s claims about
the magnitude of federal outlays and revenues “relative to the size of the economy” after 2004.

Reliability aside, the trustees’ GDP projection is hair-raising. It foretells an economic scenario that

seems likely to trigger political tumult: real growth in GDP is forecast to decline steadily from its
present level for the next 75 years. In light of this outlook, fretting about the condition of Social Security
10 years out is like worrying about mail delivery after a nuclear war. Nor is it clear that fixing Social
Security averts or moderates the more imminent struggle over economic policy.

What about the projections of federal budget outlays and revenues? The commission basically

employs two different approaches. For Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security, it relies upon the
trustees’ projections. This is fair enough. since their projections for population and labor force are

somewhat less problematic than those for GDP or productivity, and the sustainability of the Social

Security and Medicare trends is precisely what is under examination.
But the remaining components of federal spending are projected to maintain their share of GDP,

which means they would grow as rapidly as GDP. This method biases projected deficits in the upward
direction. Since 1980, and by current law for the next five years, all discretionary spending and entitle-

ment spending aside from Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security has grown more slowly than federal
revenues, With respect to these slow-growth areas of the budget, the country “grows out of the deficit.”

But the commission builds in an extra layer of projected spending, notwithstanding the more likely shift

to a lower deficit trend.
In sum, the combined effect of the commission’s GDP guesstimate and its inflated outlay projec-

tions renders most of the its scary predictions unreliable. None of this was necessary.
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If we accept the projections of CBO and the Social Security trustees, it is beyond dispute that the
long-run trends in Medicaid, Medicare, and Social Security are unsustainable. It does not even matter
what the implied deficits might be-they could be zero, and these programs would still need reform. The
commission could have made this point in one paragraph without objection from any quarter.

Instead of doing so and moving on, the commission repeats the story ad nauseam. The report is
dotted with statements reading roughly as follows: “If nothing is done, by the year x (typically x is 20 or
more years in the future), then (fill in the blank with some type of outlay or tax) will be xx% of (fill in

another blank).”
Given U.S. fiscal history, even if the numbers the report invokes were more accurate, they would be

high in a relative sense. For this reason they probably can’t happen, and therefore, as Stein says, they
probably won’t. What, then, is to be gained from the scare tactics? No clue can be adduced from the
findings as to what might be good policy.

While the consequences implied by the projections do indeed call for noteworthy changes in the
fiscal status quo, in some cases they fall well short of revolutionary. An example is the increase in the
payroll tax-a little more than 2 percentage points-needed to keep Social Security in the black for the
next 75 years. Under this scenario, moreover, tomorrow’s more highly taxed workers would still make a
good deal more in inflation-adjusted after-tax dollars because of projected increases in real wages. While
using of a tax increase to meet all cost increases may not be the best solution, the size of the potential
shortfall is not grounds for hysteria or precipitous action.

THE RELEVANCE AND IRRELEVANCE OF ENTITLEMENT SPENDING FOR FISCAL POLICY

Deficit increases expected after the turn of the century will be the result of three major entitlement
programs: Medicare, Medicaid, and, somewhat later, Social Security. Reform of these programs will
reduce future deficits. At the same time, such reform is not a substitute for fiscal policy, either liberal or
conservative.

The commission’s primary motive seems to be the reduction of future public spending to the
maximum extent possible. This goal reflects a willful blindness to the proper imperatives of fiscal
policy-the promotion of full employment with stable prices-as well as to the purposes of entitlements.
The marriage of entitlement reform to the pursuit of economic growth is one of convenience, not of deep
attachment.

Well-founded reform of entitlements, as for any public spending, entails an evaluation of how
specific programs are working and what they cost. No nine-month commission with limited staff support
can reform entitlements, and we have not even spoken of the commission’s aim to reform the tax system.
It might have devoted itself profitably to reforming a specific program, but any such opportunity for

constructive action has passed. Yet even in the consideration of individual programs, as has been pointed
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out regarding the “reinvention” of government, an obsession with spending cuts is not conducive to

effective reform.

It could be argued that fixing individual programs is too difficult in the political arena, and so

legislators should be afforded a politically safe means of taking action, and this entails caps, freezes,

balanced budget amendments, and the like. As noted above, the success of the 1983 Social Security
reform effort, particularly in light of the high level of public scrutiny that was directed at the problem,
provides a counter-example. Elected officials need “political cover” most when they are bent on pursuing
bad policies.

In summary, the nuggets of truth found in the commission report had already been brought to light
by other federal agencies. By the way the commission frames these facts, more is subtracted than added.
Rather than point to the specific problems that need to be solved, the report invents nonexistent problems
and clouds real ones, making effective reform more difficult rather than less.

DEMOCRACY, ANYONE?

We have heard much talk of political courage from commission members, but their report is more
evasive than forthright. The problem dragging down the federal budget in particular and the economy in
general is attributed to something called “entitlements.” A poll recently reported in the Wall Street
Journal found that the public was indeed of the opinion that entitlement spending should be curbed. In
the same breath, however, the public opposed reductions in the benefits provided under Social Security,

IMedicare, etc.
Apparently the commission will announce no further decisions until after the mid-term congres-

sional elections. Congressional members of the commission will be running for election while they are
privately considering fundamental changes in Social Security, health care, and aid to the poor. Shouldn’t
these elected officials be obligated to say what they are for and what they are against when they ask for

the opportunity to serve the people?
There is a very simple way to avert the threat of bombardment by “stealth” entitlement reform. The

Bipartisan Commission on Entitlement and Tax Reform should deliver its policy recommendations
before the November elections so that voters will have time to evaluate and respond to the performance

of their elected representatives. To any public official who evades this elementary obligation of public
service, the logical question is: “If you seek to remain in office, why shouldn’t you be accountable for
what you are about to do?” More specifically, all who aspire to public office should be obliged to make

clear their views on the entitlement reforms that will ensure or imperil the economic security of the
American people.
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